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ABSTRACT
REAL-TIME ULTRASOUND SIMULATION FOR
MEDICAL TRAINING A N D STANDARDIZED PATIENT ASSESSMENT
Bo Sun
Old Dominion University, 2007
Director: Dr. Frederic D. McKenzie

With the increasing role played by ultrasound in clinical diagnostics, ultrasound
training in medical education has become more and more important. The clinical routine for
ultrasound training is on real patients; therefore monitored and guided examinations
involving medical students are quite time-constrained. Furthermore, standardized patients
(SPs), who are increasingly used in medical school for teaching and assessing medical
students, need to be augmented. These SPs are typically healthy individuals who can not
accurately portray the variety of abnormalities that are needed for training especially when
medical examinations involve instrument interactions. To augment SPs in a realistically
effective way and also address the resourced time constraints for sonography training, a
computerized ultrasound simulation is essential for medical education.
In this dissertation, I investigate a real-time ultrasound simulation methodology based
on a virtual 3-dimentional (3-D) mesh organ. This research has developed the simulation
technology to augment SPs with synthetic ultrasound images. I present this methodology
and its use in simulating echocardiography.

This simulated echocardiogram displays the

various oriented sonographs in real time according to the placement of a mock transducer
without the need of an actual patient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound became a very useful diagnostic tool in almost every medical field after it
was introduced in the late 1950's [1]. Ultrasound beams scan the region of interest on the
human body in thin slices and are reflected back into a continuous 2-dimensional (2-D)
picture of medical structures on a monitor screen. The information obtained from different
reflections is recomposed into a sequence of pictures and shows the dynamic motion of
human organs. Ultrasound examination in medicine can be used for various parts of the
body. From chest to abdomen, it is generally used for examining the heart, liver, kidney and
spleen. It is also often used for evaluating pregnancy. Because of these general usages,
ultrasound currently plays an increasing role in clinical diagnostics.

1.1 Motivations
Although ultrasound plays an important role in clinical diagnostics, there are still some
major drawbacks associated with this technique for medical training. The clinical routine is
for ultrasound training to be performed on real patients; therefore, monitored and guided
examinations involving medical students are quite time-constrained. K6lin's[l] research
shows that, after completing the one-year training course, students will still have only seen
up to 80 % of the possible findings. Consequently, sub-optimally trained medical personnel
currently in every day clinical practice are asked to diagnose ultrasound images without
appropriate

ultrasound

training.

Therefore,

computerized

simulation

without

real

symptomatic patients in ultrasound training will become particularly important, especially
with the increasing role played by sonography.
Furthermore, Standardized Patients (SPs), individuals trained to realistically portray
patients, are commonly used in medical school to teach and assess medical students in three
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areas: communicating with a patient, eliciting patient history, and performing the physical
exam. To become clinically competent physicians, medical students must develop knowledge
and skills in both the art and science of medicine in their early clinical training [2]. Working
with SPs provides students the opportunity to learn these and other clinical skills in a safe
setting [2]. SPs also provide a way to reliably test students' clinical skills in a realistic setting
by interacting with a person [2]. The range of clinical problems that an SP can portray,
however, is limited. They are typically healthy individuals with few or no abnormal findings
[2]. For these reasons, we have developed a prototype based on augmented reality to expand
the abnormality that a SP could perform [2].
The previous phase of the research involved simulating abnormal sounds in an SP.
Current research for expanding abnormal SP symptoms focuses on simulating unhealthy
medical images. Therefore, as the role of ultrasound in clinical diagnostics has increased,
using ultrasound simulation technology to augment healthy SPs is the other emergent issue
for this research.

1.2 Problem Definitions
Current research in ultrasound simulation either relies on reproducing video of real
ultrasounds [3] or focuses on still ultrasound B-scan image simulation [4] [5]. The problems
with these kinds of research are: video reproducing represents limited real situations due to a
finite amount of data in each case, and still ultrasound image simulation does not provide
any dynamic motion of internal organs, which is very important information for diagnosing
pathologies. A good approach of a real time simulator for training and assessment would use
a technique such as [1] to generate structure with dynamic motion and combine with a
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technique such as [5] to translate such structure into gray-scale representations of
sonography.
The goal of this research is to investigate a real-time dynamic ultrasound simulation
methodology for medical training and assessment. This simulation method not only provides
a unique way to simulate sonographs that overcomes the above issues; it also demonstrates
the capability to augment SP for medical assessment.

1.3 Approach
In this dissertation, we present a real-time ultrasound simulation methodology using a
virtual 3-D mesh organ. A virtual ultrasound simulator based on this method provides a
free-angle rotated dynamic ultrasound view in real time according to the placement of a
virtual transducer. Our method includes challenges related to medical image simulation,
clipping algorithm, artificial ultrasound pattern simulation, texture mapping to arbitrary
region and real-time simulation.
Since heart disease is the number one killer in the United States [6], in this dissertation
we present an ultrasound simulation methodology to simulate echocardiograms. A
simulation prototype using this methodology is developed to augment SPs. Learners can also
study ultrasound images without the need of a real patient by using our simulator. Our
research has been evaluated in both subjective and objective ways, and the result is
promising. It provides a breakthrough method for medical education.

1.4 Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions:

We research and develop a real-time ultrasound image simulation technology
based on a virtual 3D organ. The image is generated and updated in real time
according to the orientation and location changes of a virtual transducer.
•

We develop a clipping algorithm to produce the anatomical image of the virtual
3-D organ. This algorithm is fast enough to match our computation solutionreal time.

•

We apply Bamber's ultrasound texture simulation method for the texture
generation of this simulation. The method is pre-processed and produces the idle
ultrasound texture.

•

We develop the texture mapping algorithm to map the ultrasound texture in
certain tissue areas of the anatomical image. This algorithm is theoretically based
on ray tracing and is computationally efficient.

•

We develop an augmented standardized patient prototype using virtual pathology
ultrasound with our real-time simulation methodology. The simulator includes a
magnetic tracker, a computer and a non-functional transducer.

1.5 T h e s i s Organization
The rest of thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Background
In chapter 2 we present the background material by discussing the principle of
ultrasound, echocardiograms, human heart structure, 3D model slicing, and texture mapping
method.
Chapter 3: Related Work
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In chapter 3 we present the research efforts in simulating sonography and discuss the
pros and cons of each method and how each method is related to our problem.
Chapter 4: Real-Time Ultrasound Simulation
In chapter 4 we present our real-time sonography simulation methodology utilizing a
virtual 3-D organ. The method will be presented in four parts: a virtual 3-D model
generation, a 3-D model slicing focusing on clipping algorithm, synthesizing ultrasound
image, and generating dynamic ultrasound.
Chapter 5: Evaluation and Experiment Results
In chapter 5 we present our simulation results and evaluation approach.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work
Finally, in chapter 6 we present the contributions of our research, discuss its potentials
and provide suggestions for future work.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Principles of Ultrasound
Ultrasound is sound waves that have a frequency above the human hearing range. The
ultrasonic range begins at approximately 20 thousand cycles per second (20,000 Hz), which
is the highest frequency that the human ear can detect. Ultrasound is used in electronics,
navigational applications, as well as in medicine to view internal organs of the body.
Ultrasound examinations in medicine can be used in various areas of the body for a
variety of purposes. These include the examination of the chest, abdomen, blood vessels and
the evaluation of a pregnancy. In the chest, ultrasound is mainly used for echocardiograms to
obtain detailed images of the size and function of the heart. Ultrasound can detect
abnormalities of the heart valves, such as mitral valve prolapse, aortic stenosis, and infection.
Sonography is also commonly used to examine the internal structures of the abdomen.
Gallstones in the gallbladder are easily detected, as are kidney stones. The size and structure
of the kidneys, the ureters, liver, spleen, pancreas, and aorta can be examined.
The ultrasound input device is a transducer. The transducer converts electric energy into
ultrasound energy and vice versa. It produces pulses of sound waves and sends them into the
patient's body. It also receives the echoes from the patient's body and converts them to
electric energy. This energy is translated into an image that includes gray level pixels that
represent the structure of the human organ. It is possible to adjust the depth and the
resolution of the image by using different kinds of transducers with different frequencies.
To simulate an ultrasound image, we have to understand the principle of ultrasound
very well, especially the features that form the image. At the start of image acquisition,
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ultrasound is sent into a medium and allowed to propagate. The events that occur during the
period of propagation are functions of the target medium and its components. The human
body is very non-uniform and contains multiple elements. As a result, the projected sound
wave will interact with the target medium in various ways and ultimately return signals back
to the transducer. The principle interactions that take place between the sound wave and its
medium are classified as attenuation and reflection.
The first of these interactions, attenuation, is an event that occurs in every medium.
Attenuation is the intensity of a sound wave decreasing with distance. As sound propagates,
particle oscillations cause the wave to lose energy, mostly in the form of heat. The wave's
intensity is a unitless quantity, but it is often measured at the transducer. Because intensity
decreases at any point afterward, it can be compared fractionally to its initial value. The job
of the transducer is not only to generate the initial sound pulse, but also to listen for
reflected sound pulses. Upon receiving the echoes, it converts these pulses into electrical
signals that are later used to form an image.
The second effect demonstrated in the example, the echo, is a result of a phenomenon
known as reflection. Reflection is an easily understood event that requires two adjacent
media in which sound propagates. Reflection occurs at the interface between the two media
with the amount of reflection depending on the acoustic impedance of the two media.
The gray level of an image is represented as a function of the reflection coefficient of
the body tissue at the appropriate location. The reflection coefficient is an attribute of the
tissue depending on its physical, chemical and other characteristics [7]. The location of the
pixels corresponds to the anatomic location of the echo-generating structure determined by
the direction of the pulse when it enters the patient and measuring the time for its echo to
return to the transducer [7]. From an assumed starting point on the display, the proper
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location for presenting the echo can then be derived, provided that the direction in which it
will travel from that starting point to the appropriate distance is known [7]. With knowledge
of the speed of the sound, the echo arrival time can be converted to distance to the structure
that produces this echo [7].
In summary, an ultrasound transducer generates a continuous two-dimensional picture
of medical structures. Repetitive arrays of ultrasound beams scan the region of interest in
thin slices and are reflected back onto the same transducer. These reflected echos are
detected, processed and translated into appropriate gray level pixels that form the image on
the ultrasound display. The attenuation reflects the gray scale of the image, while the
reflection produces the structure of the scanned medium by counting the distance that an
echo travels. The information obtained from different reflections is recomposed into a
sequence of pictures.

2.2 Clinical Sonography
Sonography is a procedure in which high-energy sound waves are bounced off internal
tissues/organs and the waves make echoes. In an ultrasound examination, a physician holds
a transducer by moving it over the patient's body and scans three-dimensional internal
organs. It displays the anatomical image (a 2-D slice) of the examined organ according to the
position and orientation of the transducer. The 2-D picture is then interpreted by the
physician. The examiner must use eye—hand coordination as well as anatomic knowledge to
find the best probe position and angle in order to display the optimal picture for
interpretation. Fig. 1 shows a doctor performing an echocardiogram examination on a
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patient. Once the picture is found, the examiner will proceed to evaluate, compare and
measure the data and determine the diagnosis of the case.

Fig. 1: Echocardiogram examination '
The monitor is used to display the images produced by the sonogram. Depending on
the kind of transducer, the monitor has several display modes, including A-mode, B-mode,
M-mode, and Doppler. A-mode analyzes a single beam, which is the simplest form being
scanned from the transducer as time elapses [8]. It is rare to use A-scans alone now, but this
display mode can be used to ensure that the time-gain compensation is set correctly and to
check the accuracy of the distance measurements between echoes [8]. B-mode is the image
that results from converting the peaks of A-mode into pixels whose brightness varies with
the strength of the signal. Stronger signals appear more nearly white, while weaker signals
show up more nearly black. In a real-time system, B-mode scans repeat about 30 times a
second; therefore, it captures the movements within the patient, such as a heart pumping
and a fetus sucking its thumb.
M-mode displays B-mode pixels on a moving-time basis. Before the development of Bmode ultrasound, M-mode was used to examine the opening and closing of heart valves. It is

1
The Franklin Institute Resource for science learning. Last time accessed at
http://www.fi.edu/biosci2/monitor/imaqes/echo.jpq in Nov.
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still used in determining the precise timing of valve openings and coordinating valve motion
with electrocardiography and Doppler [8].
Doppler ultrasound is commonly used to monitor the movement of fluid, such as
blood, within the body. The technique is based on the fact that sound waves change in
frequency when bounced off a moving target, called a sample volume [8]. If the sample
volume is moving away from the transducer, the frequency of the bounced sound wave is
increased after the echo, while the frequency is decreased if the sample volume is moving
toward the transducer [8]. There are two kinds of Doppler analysis, pulsed wave (PW) and
continuous wave (CW). Pulsed wave has proven very useful for analyzing blood flow in a
particular area of the heart or group of vessels, while continuous wave is better suited for
evaluation of a single valve or vessel. Doppler output is often enhanced with a color display.
With most of these systems, shades of red indicate that blood is flowing toward the
transducer, while shades of blue represent flow away from the transducer.

Throughout a single sound wave, the distance to each interface will of course translate
into a distance along the representative image. The magnitude of the impedance mismatch at
each interface can be translated to a brightness level in the image of B-mode. The sample
data represents a one-dimensional region of tissue and therefore produces a one-dimensional
image in A-mode and B-mode, as shown in Fig. 2:
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Fig.2: One-dimensional echo-diagram of ultrasound
The algorithm used in single-line reconstruction forms the backbone of ultrasound
imaging; a two-dimensional image can easily be reconstructed by repeating the procedure for
reconstructing a single line many times. Beginning on one edge of the area of interest, the
transducer is swept across the region, acquiring one-dimensional images as described above
at set spatial intervals. If each line of data is taken close enough to its adjacent line, then a
complete image will be formed as Fig. 3 shows.
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Fig. 3: Two-dimensional echo-diagram of ultrasound
Fig. 3 is reproduced from Ultrasound Tutorial at
http://wvvvv.bme.vanderbik.edu/brne238/ultrasoimd/tutorial/sir
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2.3 Echocardiography and Heart A n a t o m y
The ultrasound simulation in this research focuses on the echocardiography. Therefore,
understanding the structure of the heart as well as its function is very important.
The heart is one of the most important organs in the human body. Composed of muscle,
it performs as a motor to pump the blood throughout the body. It beats approximately 72
times per minute over our life time. The blood that is pumped from the heart carries all the
vital materials that help the body function and removes the waste products. For example, the
brain requires oxygen and glucose, which, if not received continuously, will cause it to loose
consciousness. Muscles also need oxygen and glucose as well as amino acids in order to
contract normally. If the heart fails to pump blood, the body begins to shut down, and after
a very short period of time it will die.
The heart is essentially composed of muscles. It contracts and expands. Each time, the
heart contracts with all its force. One contraction and expansion of the heart is called the
Cardiac Cycle, which occurs about 72 times per minute. This means that each cycle lasts
about eight-tenths of a second. During this cycle the entire heart actually rests for about
four-tenths of a second [9].
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Fig. 4: Internal heart view
The walls of the heart are made up of three layers, while the cavity is divided into four
parts as Fig. 4 shows. There are two upper chambers, called the right and left atria, and two
lower chambers, called the right and left ventricles. The right atrium receives blood from the
upper and lower body through the superior vena cava and the inferior vena cava,
respectively, and from the heart muscle itself through the coronary sinus. The right atrium is
the larger of the two atria. It opens into the right ventricle through the right atrioventicular
valve, which only allows the blood to flow from the atria into the ventricle but not in the
reverse direction [10]. The right ventricle pumps the blood to the lungs to be re-oxygenated.
The left atrium receives blood from the lungs via the four pulmonary veins. The left
ventricle pumps the blood throughout the body through the Aorta, the largest artery in the
body, which originates from the left ventricle.
The heart works as a pump moving blood around in our bodies to nourish every cell.
Used blood that has already given up its nutrients to the cell is drawn from the body by the
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right half of the heart, and then sent to the lungs to be re-oxygenated. Blood that has been
re-oxygenated inside the lungs is drawn into the left side of the heart and then pumped into
the blood stream. The atria draw the blood from the lungs and body, while the ventricles
pump it to the lungs and body. The output of each ventricle per beat is about 70 ml, or
about 2 tablespoons [11]. This amount is approximately double in a trained athlete. The
heart will pump about 5 liters per ventricle, or about 10 liters total per minute with the
average heart rate of 72 beats per minute. This is called the cardiac output. If we multiply the
normal, non-athlete output by the average age of 70 years, the cardiac output of the average
human heart over a life time would be about 1 million liters, or about 250,000 gallons [11].
When sonography is used on the chest area to examine the heart, it is called
echocardiography. The echocardiogram mainly provides important information about the
size of the chambers and the pumping function of the heart.
The size of the chambers in the heart includes the dimension/volume of the cavities
and the thickness of the walls. The appearance of the walls may also help identify certain
types of heart disease that predominantly involve the heart muscle. In patients with long
standing hypertension or high blood pressure, this test can determine the thickness and
"stiffness" of the left ventricle (LV) walls [12]. When the LV pump function is reduced in
patients with heart failure, the LV and right ventricle (RV) tend to dilate or enlarge [12]. An
echocardiogram can measure the severity of this enlargement.
One of the measurements applied to echocardiography can tell if the pumping power
of the heart is normal or reduced to a mild or severe degree; this measurement is called an
ejection fraction or EF. A normal E F is around 55 to 65%. Numbers below 45% usually
represent some decrease in the pumping strength of the heart, while numbers below 30 to
35% are representative of an important decrease [12].
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2.4 Slicing the 3 D M o d e l s
Our simulated sonograph is synthesized based on the sliced anatomical image of a virtual
3-D model. Therefore, a clipping algorithm between a plane and a polygonal mesh is needed
to obtain a slice through a 3-D model. Furthermore, since the synthetic sonograph is
required to be produced in real-time, a fast clipping algorithm is our main concern.

To clip a line we need to consider only its endpoints. If both endpoints of a line lie
inside the window, the entire line lies inside the window. It is trivially accepted and needs no
clipping. On the other hand, if both endpoints of a line lie entirely to one side of the window,
the line must lie entirely outside of the window. It is trivially rejected and needs to be neither
clipped nor displayed. Other than these two conditions, if the line overlaps the window, an
algorithm to separate or clip the section outside the window from the section inside the
window must be performed. The latter condition is discussed below.

2.4.1 Clipping Lines by Solving Simultaneous Equations (Brute-Force Approach)
Using a solving simultaneous equations method, we only need to consider the two
endpoints of a clipping line, since a line is defined by its two end points. As Fig. 5 shows,
there are several cases for clipping lines between a clip rectangle and a line:
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Fig. 5. Cases for clipping lines
•

AB: Both endpoints of a line lie inside the clip rectangle. Therefore, AB can be
trivially accepted.

•

CD: If one endpoint lies inside the clip rectangle and one lies outside, then CD
intersects the clip rectangle. Therefore, the intersection point C needs to be
calculated.

•

GH, IJ: Both endpoints are outside the clip rectangle. They may intersect with the
clip rectangle like GH, or may not, like IJ. Therefore, G H and IJ cannot be trivially
accepted, and further computation is needed.

The brute-force approach [13] for checking if a line intersects with a clip rectangle is to
intersect this line with each edge of the clip rectangle to see whether any intersection points
lie on those edges. For each line and clip-rectangle edge, the method takes two
mathematically infinite lines that contain them and checks if the intersection point is
"internal", i.e. whether it lies within both the clip-rectangle edge and the line. If so, there is
an intersection with the clip rectangle. In Fig. 5, G and H are internal, and I and J are not.
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Two simultaneous equations using multiplication and division for each <edge, line> pair
need to be solved when using the brute-force approach. A parametric formulation for line
segments is used:
x = x0 + t(x r x 0 ), y = y0 + t(y r y 0 )
These equations describe (x, y) on the directed line segment from (x0, y0) to (x4, y j for the
parameter t in the range [0, 1]. Two sets of these equations can be solved for parameters tK,
for the edge and tline for the line segment. If both ted and tlinc are inside 0 and 1, the
intersection point lies within both segments and is a true clip-rectangle intersection.
Since a brute-force approach involves considerable calculation and testing, it is inefficient.

2.4.2 The Cohen-Sutherland Line-Clipping Algorithm
The Cohen-Sutherland line clipping algorithm quickly detects and dispenses with two
common and trivial cases [14].

To determine whether endpoints are inside or outside a window, the algorithm sets up a
half-space code for each endpoint. Each edge of the window defines an infinite line that
divides the whole space into two half-spaces, the inside half-space and the outside half-space,
as Fig. 6 shows.
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Fig. 6: Half space
As you proceed around the window, extending each edge and defining an inside halfspace and an outside half-space, nine regions are created - the eight "outside" regions and
the one "inside" region. Each of the nine regions associated with the window is assigned a 4bit code to identify the region. Each bit in the code is set to either a l(true) or a O(false). If
the region is to the left of the window, the first bit of the code is set to 1. If the region is to
the top of the window, the second bit of the code is set to 1. If to the right, the third bit is
set, and if to the bottom, the fourth bit is set. The 4 bits in the code then identify each of the
nine regions as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: 4-bit code to identify the region
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For any endpoint ( x , y ) of a line, the code can be determined that identifies in which region
the endpoint lies. The code's bits are set according to the following conditions:

•

Left (first) bit is set to 1 w h e n ^ lies to the left of the window,

•

Right (second) bit is set to 1 when p lies to the right of the window,

•

Bottom (third) bit is set to 1 w h e n ^ lies below the window,

•

Top (fourth) bit set is set to 1 w h e n ^ lies above the window.

The sequence for reading the code's bits is LRBT (Left, Right, Bottom, Top). Once the
codes for each endpoint of a line are determined, the logical A N D operation of the codes
determines if the line is completely outside of the window. If the logical A N D of the
endpoint codes is not zero, the line can be trivially rejected. For example, if an endpoint had
a code of 1001 while the other endpoint had a code of 1010, the logical A N D would be 1000
which indicates the line segment lies outside of the window. On the other hand, if the
endpoints had codes of 1001 and 0110, the logical A N D would be 0000, and the line could
not be trivially rejected.

The logical OR of the endpoint codes determines if the line is completely inside the
window. If the logical OR is zero, the line can be trivially accepted. For example, if the
endpoint codes are 0000 and 0000, the logical OR is 0000, so the line can be trivially
accepted. If the endpoint codes are 0000 and 0110, the logical OR is 0110 and the line can
not be trivially accepted.

The Cohen-Sutherland algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer strategy. The line segment's
endpoints are tested to see if the line can be trivially accepted or rejected. If the line cannot
be trivially accepted or rejected, an intersection of the line with a window edge is determined,
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and the trivial reject/accept test is repeated. This process is continued until the line is
accepted.

To perform the trivial acceptance and rejection tests, we extend the edges of the window
to divide the plane of the window into nine regions. Each end point of the line segment is
then assigned the code of the region in which it lies.

1. Given a line segment with endpoint P 1 =(x 1 , yt) and P 2 =(x 2 , y2)
2. Compute the 4-bit codes for each endpoint.

If both codes are 0000 (bitwise OR of the codes yields 0000), the line lies completely
inside the window: Pass the endpoints to the drawing routine.

If both codes have a 1 in the same bit position (bitwise A N D of the codes is not
0000), the line lies outside the window. It can be trivially rejected.

3. If a line cannot be trivially accepted or rejected, at least one of the two endpoints
must lie outside the window, and the line segment crosses a window edge. This line
must be clipped at the window edge before being passed to the drawing routine.
4. Examine one of the endpoints, say P 1 =(x 1 , Vj). Read P/s 4-bit code in order: Left-toRight, Bottom-to-Top.
5. When a set bit (1) is found, compute the intersection I of the corresponding window
edge with the line from P t to P 2 . Replace Pj with I, and repeat the algorithm.

2.4.3 A Parametric Line Clipping Algorithm
Cyrus and Beck published a more efficient algorithm approach to line clipping in 1978
that takes a fundamentally different approach [15]. The Cyrus-Beck technique can be used to
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clip a 2D line against a rectangle or an arbitrary convex polygon in the plane, or a 3D line
against an arbitrary convex polyhedron in a 3-D space. The original Cyrus-Beck algorithm
introduces parametric clipping.
The Cohen-Sutherland algorithm can only trivially accept or reject lines within the given
bounding volume; it cannot calculate the exact intersection point. But, the parametric line
clipping algorithm can calculate the value of the parameter t, where the two lines intersect.
This can be easily understood by looking at the following picture and pseudo code:
£ e

f

n

lH$i<fc of clip reciaaah

N i " [P(!) •• Pi

Fig. 8: Cyrus-Beck algorithm
Fig. 8 shows a single edge E, of the clip rectangle and that edge's outward normal N, as well
as segment P 0 P„ which must clip to the edge. The segment P 0 P, is parametrically represented
by
P ( t ) = P 0 + t(P 1 -P Q )

(a)

Assume P, is an arbitrary point on edge E ; . If P(t) is a point that lies on edge E t , the value of
the dot product N,-(P(t)-P^) equals zero:
N,-(P(t)-P^ = 0
Substitute for P(t), let D = (P r P 0 ) and solve for t:
t = - { Ni * [P0 - Pi] } / (Ni * D)

(b)
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Liang and Barsky later developed a more efficient parametric line-clipping algorithm
that is especially fast in the cases of upright 2D and 3D clip regions [16]. Liang-Barsky uses
parametric equations to clip window edge normaly, and inner products can improve the
efficiency of line clipping over Cohen-Sutherland. Assume the parametric equation of the
line segment from P 0 to P 1 is as follows:
P(t) = P 0 + t (P, - P0) = (l-t)P 0 + tP„ 0 < = t < = l
N ; is the outward pointing normal of the clip window edge E„ and let P, be an arbitrary point
on edge E t . As equation (a) and (b) showed above,
t = - { Ni * [PO - Pi] } / (Ni * D)
Using the 4 edge normals for an upright rectangular clip window and 4 points, one on each
edge, we can calculate 4 parameter values where P(t) intersects each edge. Let's call these
parameter values t,, tR, tB, tT Note that any of the t's outside of the interval [0, 1] can be
discarded, since they correspond to points before P 0 (when t < 0) and points after Pj (when
t>l). The remaining t values are characterized as "potentially entering" (PE) or "potentially
leaving" (PL) as shown in Fig. 9.
•

The parameter t, is PE if when traveling along the (extended) line from P 0 to P a we
move from the outside to the inside of the window with respect to the edge i.

•

The parameter t, is PL if when traveling along the (extended) line from P 0 to Vl we
move from the inside to the outside of the window with respect to the edge i.
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Fig. 9: Potentially entering and potentially leaving
The inner product of the outward pointing edge normal N, with P ^ P Q can be used to classify
the parameter t,as either PE or PL.
1. If Nt-(P,-P0) < 0, the parameter t, is potentially entering (PE). The vectors N, and P r P 0
point in opposite directions. Since N ; is outward, the vector

PJ-PQ

from P 0 to P t points

inward.
2. If N - ^ - P , , )

> 0, the parameter t, is potentially leaving (PL). The vectors N, and P r P 0

point in similar directions. Since N, is outward, the vector P,-P 0 from P() to Pj points outward
also.

2.5 R e g i o n Filling M e t h o d s
To synthesize the sonograph, the pre-processed ultrasound pattern needs to be filled
into the tissue area of an anatomical image. Therefore, a texture mapping algorithm is
required for our development. In the following, we will present the existing texture filling
methods.
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2.5.1 Scan-line Polygon Fill Algorithm [17]
A polygon can be generally thought of as a shape. The shape is formed by line segments
that are placed end to end, creating a continuous closed path. There are three types of
polygons: convex, concave, and complex. Convex polygons, as shown in Fig. 10, all the
simplest types of polygons. If a straight line connecting any two points that are inside the
polygon does N O T intersect any edges of the polygon, the polygon is convex. This means
that any scan-line will cross at most two polygon edges (not counting any horizontal edges).
A scan-line is a line of constant y value, i.e., y=c, where c lies within our drawing region, e.g.,
the window on our computer screen. Convex polygon edges also do not intersect each other.

Fig. 10: Convex Polygons
Concave polygons are a bigger category than convex polygons, which have fewer
restrictions. The line connecting any two points that lie inside the concave polygon may
intersect more than two edges of the polygon. Thus, more than two edges may intersect any
scan line that passes through the concave polygon. The polygon edges may also touch each
other, but they may not cross one another. Fig. 11 is an example of a concave polygon.
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Fig. 11. Concave polygons
Complex polygons are a superset of concave polygons. Complex polygons, as Fig. 12
shows, are basically concave polygons that may have self-intersecting edges. This type of
polygon is also the most complex polygon to fill.

Fig. 12: Complex polygons
We do not want to have to determine the type of polygon In order to fill it. Since
complex polygons are the superset of both convex and concave polygons, using an
algorithm that will work for complex polygon filling should be sufficient for all three types.
A scan-line fill algorithm that employs the odd/even parity concept works for complex
polygon filling. The basic concept of the scan-line algorithm is to draw points from edges of
odd parity to even parity on each scan-line. The scan-line algorithm is outlined as follows.
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The first thing that needs to be done is to determine how the polygon's vertices are
related. The all-edges table will hold this information. Each adjacent set of vertices defines
an edge. For each edge, the following information needs to be stored in a table:
•

The minimum y value of the two vertices,

•

The maximum y value of the two vertices,

•

The x value associated with the minimum y value,

•

The slope of the edge.

The slope of the edge can be calculated from the formula for a line. For example, the
edge values may be kept as in Fig. 13 3 , where N is equal to the total number of edges - 1 and
each index into the all-edges array contains a pointer to the array of edge values.
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Fig. 13: Edge table
The global edge table will be used to keep track of the edges that are still needed to
complete the polygon. We will fill the edges from bottom to top and left to right. To do this,
3

Fig. 13 and 14 is reproduced from J.D. Foley, A.V. Dam, S. K. Feiner, and J. F. Hughes, Computer
Graphics: Principles and Practice in C, New York: Addison-Wesley Professional, p. 122.
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the global edge table should be inserted with edges grouped by increasing minimum y values.
Edges with the same minimum y values are sorted by minimum x values as follows [17]:
1. Place the first edge with a slope that is not equal to zero in the global edge table.
2. If the slope of the edge is zero, do not add that edge to the global edge table.
3. For every other edge, start at index 0 and increase the index to the global edge table
once each time the current edge's y value is greater than that of the edge at the
current index in the global edge table.
4. Next, increase the index to the global edge table once each time the current edge's x
value is greater than the edge's x at the current index in the global edge table and the
y value is less than or equal to the edge's y at the current index in the global edge
table.
5. If the index, at any time, is equal to the number of edges currently in the global edge
table, do not increase the index.
6. Place the edge information for minimum y value, maximum y value, x value, and
1/m in the global edge table at the index.
7. The global edge table should now contain all of the edge information necessary to fill
the polygon in order of increasing minimum y and x values.
The initial parity is even since no edges have been crossed yet. The initial scan-line is
equal to the lowest y value for all of the global edges. Since the global edge table is sorted,
the scan-line is the minimum y value of the first entry in this table. The active edge table will
be used to keep track of the edges that are intersected by the current scan-line. This should
also contain ordered edges. This is initially set up as follows:
Since the global edge table is ordered on minimum y and x values, search in order through
the global edge table, and for each edge found having a minimum y value equal to the
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current scan-line, append the edge information for the maximum y value, x value, and 1/m
to the active edge table. D o this until an edge is found with a minimum y value greater than
the scan line value. The active edge table will now contain ordered edges of those edges that
are being filled as in Fig. 14:
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Fig. 14: Active edge table
Filling the polygon involves deciding whether or not to draw pixels, adding to and
removing edges from the active edge table, and updating x values for the next scan-line.
Starting with the initial scan-line, until the active edge table is empty, do the following [17]:
1. Draw all pixels from the x value of odd to the x value of even parity edge pairs.
2. Increase the scan-line by 1.
3. Remove any edges from the active edge table for which the maximum y value is
equal to the scan-line.
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4. Update the x value for each edge in the active edge table using the formula x, = x0 +
1 / m . (This is based on the line formula and the fact that the next scan-line equals the
old scan-line plus one.)
5. Remove any edges from the global edge table for which the minimum y value is
equal to the scan-line and place them in the active edge table.
6. Reorder the edges in the active edge table according to increasing x value. This is
done in case edges have crossed.
The scan-line polygon fill algorithm covers these cases, but you may not understand how
or why. The following will explain the handling of special cases to the algorithm.
1. Horizontal Edges:
Here we follow the minimum y value rule during scan-line polygon fill. If the edge is at the
minimum y value for all edges, it is drawn. Otherwise, if the edge is at the maximum y value
for any edge, we do not draw it. (See the next section containing information about top vs.
bottom edges.)
This is easily done in the scan-line polygon fill implementation. Horizontal edges are
removed from the edge table completely. Since each horizontal line meets exactly two other
edge end-points on the scan-line, the algorithm will allow a fill of the pixels between those
two end-point vertices when filling on the scan-line that the horizontal line is on, if it meets
the top vs. bottom edge criteria.

Fig. 15: Horizontal edges
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As can be seen in Fig. 15, if we start with a polygon with horizontal edges, we can remove
the horizontal edges from the global edge table. The two endpoints of the edge will still exist
and a line will be drawn between the lower edges, following the scan-line polygon fill
algorithm.
2. Bottom and Left Edges vs. Top and Right Edges:
If polygons, having at least one edge overlapping the other, were filled completely from edge
to edge, these polygons would appear to overlap and/or be distorted. This would be
especially noticeable for polygons between which edges have limited space.
In order to correct for this phenomenon, our algorithm does not allow fills of the right or
top edges of polygons. This distortion problem could also be corrected by not drawing
either the left or right edges and not drawing either the top or bottom edges of the polygon.
Either way, a consistent method should be used with all polygons. If some polygons are
filled with the left and bottom edges and others with the bottom and right edges, this
problem will still occur.
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Fig. 16: Overlap in texture filling
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As can be seen above, if we remove the right and top edges from both polygons, the
polygons no longer appear to be different shapes. Polygons with more overlap than just one
edge will still appear to overlap as was intended.
3. How do we deal with two edges meeting at a vertex when counting parity? This is a
scenario which needs to be accounted for in one of the following ways:

•

When dealing with two edges that meet at a vertex and for both edges the vertex is
the minimum point, the pixel is drawn and is counted twice for parity. In the scanline polygon fill algorithm, the vertex is drawn for the first edge, since it is a
minimum value for that edge, but not for the second edge. Since it is a right edge and
right edges are not drawn in the scan-line fill algorithm, the parity is increased once
for the first edge and again for the second edge.

•

When dealing with two edges that meet at a vertex and for both edges the vertex is
the maximum point, the pixel is not drawn and is counted twice for parity. This
occurs because the vertex is not drawn for the first edge since it is a maximum point
for that edge, and parity is increased. The vertex is then not drawn for the second
edge since it is a right edge. The point should not be drawn since maximum y values
for edges are not drawn in the scan-line polygon fill implementation.

•

When dealing with two edges that meet at a vertex and for one edge the vertex is the
maximum point and for the other edge the vertex is the minimum point, we must
also consider whether the edges are left or right edges. Two edges meeting in such a
way can be thought of as one edge which is "bent"; If the edges are on the left side
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of the polygon, the pixel is drawn and is counted once for parity purposes. This is
because left edges are drawn in the scan-line polygon fill implementation. The vertex
is drawn just once for the edge that has this vertex as its minimum point. Parity is
incremented just once for this "bent edge".
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Fig. 17: Counting parity
If both edges are on the right, the pixel is not drawn and is counted just once for
parity purposes. This is because right edges are not drawn in the scan-line polygon
fill implementation.
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3. RELATED WORK
At present, some ultrasound simulation technologies are under academic research. Most
existing ultrasound simulators concentrate on work that is application specific. These
simulations are introduced in the following sections.

3.1 Ultrasound Simulators from M e d S i m
The UltraSim® ultrasound simulator is a commercial product designed by UltraSim®
Advanced Medical Simulation. This ultrasound simulator allows students to practice
performing sonographic examinations on a mannequin while viewing real-time sonographic
images. The system stores various real patients' ultrasound images for study cases. It has a
non-functional transducer attached with a 3D position sensor that tells the computer the
position and angle at which the body volume is being scanned.
A limitation of the simulator relates to how closely it mimics a real situation. The
operation of the UltraSim® simulator emulates standard sonographic equipment. However,
there is a finite amount of data in each case. The scanning windows and angles are limited in
comparison to a real, clinical examination. The instructor and student may find themselves
striving for an even better image, but that "perfect" image is beyond the capabilities of the
stored data [18]. Moreover, the data is derived from real patients, and therefore, not all of
the anatomy will be perfect "textbook" examples [18].
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Fig 18. The UltraSim® ultrasound simulator [3]
In contrast, our simulation methodology provides a free-angle rotation view that is just
like a real clinical examination. The anatomical information showed by our sonograph can be
close to the perfect "textbook" example depending upon the construction of the virtual
heart model.

3.2 Aiger's Real Time Ultrasound Image Simulation
Aiger and Cohen (1998) developed a commercial real-time ultrasound simulator.
Different from UltraSim, this simulator uses ultrasound volume, constructed from real
ultrasound images in an off-line pre-process, to generate simulated ultrasound images by
slicing the volume in real-time. Such images can be computed very rapidly, and include a
post-processing enhancement. In most cases these synthetic images are indistinguishable
from real ultrasound images. This ultrasound simulator operates in real-time on a Pentium
PC. The computer-based simulator overcomes the drawbacks of other ultrasound training
systems by providing real-time simulation of ultrasound images on a mannequin. The
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advantage of this system is that it is interactive with true real-time imaging, providing the
opportunity to explore the anatomy as if the patient and organs were actually present.
The simulation is based on a simple and apparently effective concept where a data
volume is constructed from real ultrasound images in an off-line pre-process. Then, in the
on-line process, arbitrary slices of the volume are extracted and post-processed to simulate
an ultrasound image.
Our methodology used an easily modifiable 3-D model that can be quickly processed in
real time. Aiger and Cohen's development effort focused on the off-line process. The
construction of a large ultrasound volume is a great challenge. To deal with this
construction, many technologies need to be pre-approved for registration.

For example,

Aiger and Cohen are developing a 3D registration technique that can better deal with
inherent 3D deformations and correct larger misalignments [7]. They are also developing an
automatic partial matching algorithm to register two given volumes by a rigid transformation
[7]. These registration methods will avoid the usage of 6DOF tracking devices [7].

3.3 Simulated Echocardiography using Visible Human Data Set
Hollander and Stollberger (1996) have used the visible human data set (VHDS, high
resolution true-color photographs of anatomical cross-sections) to form a volume data set of
the thoracal region, relevant for echocardiography [4]. Calculated cuts through the data set
correspond to variable positions of the probe. Image processing of these cuts provides
simulation of the echographical imaging with typical artifacts. They developed an echocut
package that is based on interactive manipulation with a simulated ultrasound probe on a
simulated thorax and on the display of corresponding cuts of the VHDS [4]. Simulations of
both transthoracal and transesophageal examinations are possible. The figure below shows a
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comparison of a true echocardiographic image (right) and a reconstructed cut from the

Fig. 19: Simulated Echocardiography using Visible Human Data Set [4]
However, with echocardiography, many pathologies are diagnosed though the dynamic
motion of the heart. Therefore, this simulated echocardiography only helps to train a novice
on the spatial understanding by comparing the echocardiographic image with the image of
the same anatomical structures using another modality (with a significantly lower noise
corruption) in the same imaging planes [4]. Compared with this research, our simulated
sonography has provided dynamic movement of the organ by displaying the ultrasound
video.

3.4 Virtual Echocardiography System (VES)
The VES is designed and modeled by the German Research Center for Artificial
Intelligence. It serves as a case study for ontology based visualization. This system provides a
model and visualization of a human heart based on findings that initially require the
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elaboration of an ontological framework for echocardiography findings and heart-beat
descriptions at the medical and the geometrical levels [1].
The VES is a virtual examination environment used for educational purposes in
echocardiography.

Applying

the

VES

technologies,

medical

students

and

echo

cardiographers can take part in training sessions and further education to improve their
technical and clinical skills in the field of echocardiography. So far, this system only provides
anatomical model visualization in echocardiography (Fig. 7). Since a real echocardiogram
provides a heart pumping motion, an important feature for diagnosis, the VES does not
contribute significandy to echocardiography learning without the dynamic ultrasound
visualization. However, our virtual echocardiogram is able to produce the heart motion in
terms of various pathologies.

Fig. 20: The Anatomy viewer of VES [1]

3.5 Song's Ultrasound i m a g e simulation
Song, Haralick and Sheehan (2000) presented a ray tracing ultrasound imaging simulation
method that accounts for the effects of reflection, scattering and attenuation [19]. Twodimensional echocardiographic images were synthesized using this method. Nonlinear
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effects introduced by the signal processing units in an ultrasound imaging system were also
emulated. Three dimensional triangular facet mesh models of the left ventricle were
employed in representing the heart structures and generating the synthetic two-dimensional
ultrasound image.
A group of medical ultrasound imaging experts assessed the synthetic images and
endorsed their usage in the 3D heart reconstruction project since the major ultrasound
effects are present and accurate in the synthetic images [19]. This research is a good
approach for simulating the physical properties of ultrasound beams; however, the overall
results are not good enough for synthesizing an ultrasound image. Moreover, this method
does not provide a real-time effect due to the computationally expensive procedures of
simulating various physical properties of ultrasound waves.

Therefore, in the aspect of

training, our methodology makes a much better contribution by showing a good synthetic
result and providing a real-time effect to simulate sonography.

3.6 Simulated nuclear medicine image using Hotelling observer
Cargill proposed a computer-generated 3D model of a liver with the possibility to
include various disease states [20]. This model, combined with a model of images in nuclear
medicine, was applied to an imaging-system design optimization. Specifically, Cargill
investigated the correlation of the Hotelling observer with human performance for nine
different systems [21]. This study was one of the milestones in showing that the Hotelling
observer can be used to predict human performance [21].
In this study, he presents realistic mathematical models of normal and diseased livers and
a nuclear medicine image. The mathematical model of a normal liver is developed by
creating a data set of points on the surface of the liver and fitting it to a truncated set of
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spherical harmonics [20]. He models the depth-dependent modulation transfer function
(MTF) of a scintillation camera taking into account the effects of Compton scatter, linear
attenuation, intrinsic detector resolution, collimator resolution, and Poisson noise. Normal,
focal disease and diffuse disease liver scans are included for various diagnoses. Object classes
of normal livers are created by randomly perturbing the spherical harmonic coefficients as
Fig. 8 shows [20], Object classes of livers with focal disease are created by introducing
ellipsoids within the liver volume [20]. Cirrhotic livers are created by modelling the gross
morphological changes, heterogenous uptake, and decreased overall uptake [20]. Simulated
nuclear medicine images are created by projecting livers through nuclear imaging systems
[20]. The combination of object classes of simulated livers and models of different imaging
systems is applied to imaging-system design optimization in a psycho-physical study [20].
Human observer performance on simulated liver images made on nine different systems is
compared to the Hotelling trace criterion (HTC) [20]. The system with the best observer
performance is judged to be the best system. One measure of texture is the fractal dimension,
related to the Fourier power spectrum [20]. In this research, 70 liver scans are measured in
the average radial power spectra.
CargilPs method of generating a 3-D liver model with pathology may be a productive
future direction for our research in order to produce 3-D heart anatomy and pathology.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 21.Simulation of a mathematically fitted liver scan
(a) anterior view and (b) right lateral view [20]
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4. REAL-TIME ULTRASOUND SIMULATION
The core of ultrasound simulation is the capability to generate image frames in real-time
that resemble the movement of the organ during sonography. Real-time imaging means a
frame rate of at least 10 Hz, which is over 10 frames per second to reach a relatively smooth
video. To generate an ultrasound image one can try to compute and simulate the physical
mechanism of the ultrasound apparatus. However, it would be extremely difficult to produce
the very characteristic ultrasound images in real-time. A simple and apparently effective
alternative is to slice a 2D anatomical plane from a 3D internal organ model, then synthesize
it into the ultrasound image.
The main research issue for ultrasound simulation based on a virtual 3D model is how
to form a simulated ultrasound image in real time so that smooth sonography can be
produced for training purposes.

4.1 Overall Methodology
The primary goal of this dissertation is to investigate a real-time dynamic ultrasound
simulation methodology using virtual 3-D mesh organs. The overall method is able to
produce dynamic ultrasound for the purpose of medical training and assessment. The
methodology is organized into the following steps:
1. Virtual 3D Organ Model Creation
2. 2D Anatomical Image Generation
3. Ultrasound Image Synthesis
4. Dynamic Ultrasound Production
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First, the 3-D model is sliced to generate a 2-D anatomical image. Concurrently, a precompiled artificial ultrasound texture is mapped to the anatomical image within the
boundaries of the tissue structure, and then the image is combined with model noise to
synthesize the sonography. In the last procedure, different frames (2D images) in various
motion shapes are sliced within one cardiac cycle, and then processed into the ultrasound
images based on the method above. In the mean time, they are refreshed inside the
computer memory to build a dynamic ultrasound.
The overall simulation is intended to benefit sonography training. The system diagram is
designed as in Fig. 22:
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Fig. 22. Ultrasound simulation system diagram

4.2 Virtual H u m a n Heart M o d e l and M o t i o n Simulation
The virtual 3D mesh organ is the basis of this simulation research. Many of virtual
organs are already generally used in medical school for teaching anatomy. Therefore, these
kinds of mesh organs demonstrate an accurate internal structure. Furthermore, unlike the
simulation based on real patient data [4, 7, 30], virtual 3D organs provide "perfect" internal
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structures exactly as shown in the textbook; also virtual 3-D organ offers an easier motion
simulation environment than 2D images [30] alone. Since virtual environments provide a
friendly animation environment, accurate motion simulation of 3D organs can be easily
achieved with the guidance of medical practitioners.
Echocardiogram provides the information about the dimension/volume of the cavity
and the thickness of the walls. Therefore, a 3D heart model with accurate internal structure
is a requirement of this simulation. Its accuracy direcdy affects the results of intimated
echocardiography.
Furthermore, an echocardiogram not only provides the anatomical structure of the heart
but also shows dynamic movement of chambers and valves. Therefore, we need the virtual
3D heart model to have pumping animation in order to simulate the dynamic ultrasound,
which includes the chamber size changes and the opening and closing of valves.
The heart model used for this simulation is commercially available (Fig. 23). It contains
15 internal parts: internal left/right ventricles, external ventricle, internal/external right
atrium, internal/external left atrium, tricuspid valve, pulmonic valve, mitral valve, aortic
valve, internal/external aorta and internal/external pulmonary artery (Fig. 24). The heart has
pumping animations, which include a movement of each part.
The pumping motion is animated in 12 key frames. For the motion of the chambers in
the heart, the first 6-key frames are created for expansions, and the last 6-key frames are
animated with contractions. Concurrently, the opening and closing of the valves are
animated into each frame following the sequence of real heart pumping motion.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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(e)

(g)

(0

(h)

Fig. 23. Virtual 3-D m e s h heart: (a,b) Front View; (c,d) Right Side View;
(e,f) Back View; (g,h) Left Side View
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Fig. 24. Internal parts of the heart model

4.3 Clipping Algorithm
A virtual 3D model is constructed using a polygonal mesh structure with external as well
as internal surfaces. To be able to generate the anatomic plane image of the 3D model
analogous to the plane of the transducer in real time, we developed a clipping algorithm that
performs a high efficiency. The algorithm calculates the intersection between the plane of
interest and each polygon. The intersected lines are drawn one by one resulting in a 2D
anatomic plane image.
After many investigations like those in [22-29], we decided to build our clipping
algorithm based on the line and plane intersection algorithm by solving simultaneous
equations [13]. In 3-D, a line L is either parallel to a plane p or intersects it in a single
point. We assume that L is given by the parametric equation:
P(r)=P0+i(P1-PD)=P0+.m,

(1)
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where P(s) is a point on line L; P0(x,y) and P j ^ y ) are two known points on line L; parameter
s is in the range [0, 1]; and u is a line direction vector. The plane p is given by the point V 0
on it and it's normal vector n. To solve simultaneous equations:
1. First, we need to determine whether L is parallel to p by testing if
n-u=0

(2)

which means that the line direction vector u is perpendicular to the plane normal
n. If this is true, then L and p are parallel.
2. Then we can determine disjointedness or coincidence by testing whether any specific
point of L, say P 0 , is contained in p; that is, whether it satisfies the implicit line
equation: n-(P-V0) = 0.
3. If the line and plane are not parallel, then L and p intersect at a unique point P(J,)
that is computed using a method similar to the one for the intersection of two lines
in 2-D.
In Fig. 25, at the intersect point, the vector

P(J)-V0

= w+xu,

where w=P 0 -V„, is

perpendicular to n. This is equivalent to the dot product condition: n • (W+JU) = 0

Fig. 25. Solve simultaneous equations
Solving the equation, we get:
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n»u
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If the line L is a finite segment from P() to P l5 then one just has to check that 0<—sl< = l
to verify that there is an intersection between the segment and the plane. For a positive ray,
there is an intersection with the plane when j t >=0.

Our clipping algorithm is able to slice the 3-D model and generate the 2-D anatomical
image within the plane of interest. In 3-D, each polygon is constructed by Edges E „ E,, and
E 3 . To calculate the intersection line between a polygon and the plane of interest, the
algorithm is developed further for this research as provided in the pseudo code below:

PL = plane of interest;
Se = Segment;
Se.Pl = start point; Se.P2 = end point;
If (Ej interact with P L ) {
Record the intersection Point PI
If (E2 interact with P L )
Record the intersection Point P2
Else if (E3 interact with P L )
Record the intersection Point P2

}
Else { if (E, interact with PL )
Record the intersection Point PI
if (E3 interact with P L )
Record the intersection Point P2
}
Se.Pl = PI; Se.P2 = P2;
Draw Se;
If ((E, lies on P L )
Draw E t ;
If ((E2 lies on P L )
Draw E 2 ;
If ((E3 lies on P L )
Draw E 3 ;
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Using the algorithm described above, we go through each polygon in the 3-D heart model to
generate the anatomical image. Fig. 26 shows examples produced by the clipping algorithm
in (a) four-chamber long axis view and (b) four-chamber short axis view. The Novel
Clipping Code in C + + is attached in Appendix I.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 26. 2-D anatomic plane image

4.4 Ultrasound Texture Simulation
In this research, the B-mode ultrasound image is simulated because it is most generally
used in hospitals. In B-mode ultrasound, either a sector or a linear transducer can be used to
simultaneously scan a plane through the body that can be viewed as a two-dimensional
image on screen.
Our polygon mesh will indicate which tissue it represents by its own feature such as color
or index. Then, necessary B-mode brightness levels (ultrasound texture) need to be
referenced to present this tissue in a gray level image.
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The real ultrasound image directly reflects the interactions between ultrasound pulses and
the human body. Three interactions that are mainly considered to affect image results are
absorption, reflection, and scattering. The clipping algorithm generates the features of the
first two interactions (absorption and reflection). Therefore, scattering (also called texture of
B-scan ultrasound images) simulation will be the last main issue for image synthesis.
Scattering, responsible for a random character of a B-mode ultrasound image, occurs at
multiple sites randomly distributed within the resolution cell of the ultrasound transducer
[21]Histological studies have shown that tissue scatters vary in size and shape and that the
different structures have various degrees of spatial order [21]. The organization of scattering
structures for most biological media falls somewhere between blood, which is completely
disordered and consists of randomly distributed scatters, and skeletal muscle tissue, which is
highly ordered with nearly periodic scatters that repeat over a long range [31].
Many methods [5, 20, 31-37] have been used for generating (simulating) ultrasonic B-scan
texture images. However, for this simulation we need to find the one with the least
computation time while keeping the same realistic simulation result on the image texture.
After some investigation, we chose to use the method proposed by Bamber and
Dickinson [5] for synthesizing the scatters of ultrasound B-scan image, which provides the
most promising result. In this method, the image is given by:
I(x,y)

= H(x,y)®T(x,y)

(3)

Where H is a point spread function (PSF) and T is a continuous distribution function of
point scatters. For obtaining the value of T, the impulse response of tissue or object, a
Fourier domain synthesis of the tissue model that permits convenient specification of some
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statistical properties of a randomly inhomogeneous scattering medium [5], is designed and
given by:
T{x,y) = V2p(x,y)

(4)

Where V represents the Laplacian operator, and P is the compressibility of tissue. Then the
spatially isotropic structures of the tissues are given by a relatively simple form [5] (i.e. R is a
scalar quantity, and represents x"+y"):

N(R) = e~"2

(5)

And its Fourier transforms are calculated as [5]:

G(s) = m2e-^2

(6)

Where s is spatial frequency (s~ = sx~+s ") and a is correlation length. The task now becomes
that of synthesizing a random distribution whose power spectrum is G(s). This can be done
by defining the spatial frequency spectrum T(sx, s) of the compressibility matrix, P(sx, s ), in
terms of a magnitude spectrum M (sx, s ) and a phase spectrum P(sx, s ), i.e.
T = McosP + /MsinP

^

The magnitude spectrum acts as an isotropic weighting function, given by (G(s))1/2 that is
combined with random phases, P(sx, s ) , according to equation (7).
Based on the above equations, we computed the impulse response of synthesized tissue
structures, T, using MatLab, in which the correlation length, a, is set to 2. Fig. 27 shows one
of the examples that we computed, which is enlarged to demonstrate the tissue structure.
This part of the computation is an off-line process. The MatLab code is as follows:
m = 500
n = 500
f = zeros(m,n)
F — fft(f);
a= 2

%i.mage row size
%image column size
"/(.initial image
%Fourier transform, image f
%set correlation length
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for i — l:m
%generate eacli pixel in spatial domain
for j = l:n
G = 4*a.^2/(l+4*3.14. /v 2*a.^2*(i.^2+j. /v 2));
G l = sqrt(G)*(i./v2+j.^2);
p = betarnd(l,2);
x = Gl*cos(p);
y = Gl*sin(p);
F(i,j)= complex(x,y);
end
end
h = [-1,0,1];
f = ifft(F);
%inverse transform
f = imfilter(f,h); %Gaussian smooth
f=real(f);
imshow(f);
%show the image

Fig. 27. Impulse response of synthesized tissue structures texture (a— 2)
The PSF spreads each individual synthesized tissue pixel in order to produce the
texture with blurring affects in the ultrasound image. In our simulation, the impulse response
texture (Fig. 27) is directly filled into the 2-D anatomical image, and the blurring affection is
added in our real-time simulation using OpenGL. After applying the synthesized tissue
structures, our simulation generates the artificial ultrasound pattern, showed in Fig. 28. Fig.
28 is enlarged as well to demonstrate the tissue structure.
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Fig. 28. Applied and blurred artificial ultrasound texture

Following equation 12, we are able to synthesize various tissue densities (compressibility)
by adjusting the correlation length. However, in our simulation only one type of tissue
compressibility ( (3) is utilized. H is applied to the heart tissue, including the arteries and
chamber walls.

4.5 Texture Mapping Method
In order to fill the artificial ultrasound texture into the tissue area of the anatomical image,
a texture mapping algorithm is designed and developed. Unlike the texture mapping
methods in [38-43], our mapping method is based on a scan-line algorithm [17].
The 3-D heart model is constructed by two surfaces including the internal and external
walls, so the gap between these two walls represents the tissues of the heart. The rays are
generated line by line and go through the anatomical image. The intersected points split the
ray into several segments. Knowing the property (representation) of the components (the
lines) in the anatomical plane image, the computer can easily tell the correct gap to fill the
texture by checking whether the segment lies inside the tissue area. The segment inside the
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tissue will be drawn with the simulated texture, and others are kept blank as Fig. 29 shows.
The diagram of the texture mapping method is illustrated in Fig. 30.

Fig. 29. Texture mapping method

To check whether the segments lie inside the tissue area in the anatomical image, we
need to know the representation of the lines (used to construct the 2-D image) that are
computed from the clipping algorithm. The 3-D heart model used in this simulation was
constructed in terms of several components, which include internal surfaces of left and right
ventricles, left and right atriums, tricuspid valve, pulmonic valve, mitral valve and aortic
valve as well as the external surfaces of these eight anatomic parts. Correspondingly, polygon,
each unit of the virtual model, is identified by one of these parts. When the interaction lines
were computed from the clipping algorithm, the coded software is able to record the
representation of the lines that are inherited from the 3-D model. Then when the ray traces
the sliced 2-D image, the intersection points inherit the representation of the 2-D image lines
that the ray intersects with. Therefore, we are able to tell whether a segment lies inside the
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tissue or chamber by checking the representation of its two end-points. For example, if a
segment starts with an external surface and ends up at an internal surface, there is a good

Height = MaxY (The maximum y axis
value in the 2-D image)

Generate a line at y = Height

Calculate intersection points
between y and 2-D image, then sort
the points in an increasing order by
X-axis value

Track the intersection points

Height = Height -1

Yes
Draw artificial ultrasound
texture along the segment

Yes

Fig. 30. Diagram of texture filling method
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chance that the segment is inside the tissue; if both end-points of a segment are internal
surface, it is most likely inside the chambers. Furthermore, most times odd segments fall into
the tissue area, while the even segments lie inside the chambers from image appearance.

Based on the above information, the textures are first drawn along the odd segments,
and then the representation of two end-points is used to filter the exceptions. This texture
filling algorithm is implemented in C + + and attached in Appendix II. Also, the same texture
coordinate is applied to the even segments with different lengths. This may cause a single
pixel on the screen corresponding to anything from a tiny portion of a texel (magnification)
to a large collection of texels (minificafion). Thus, the texture produces additional blur
effects, which makes our artificial ultrasound pattern more realistic.

So far, our filling algorithm cannot deal with the edges that overlap other edges (Fig. 31).
In this case, two tissue-areas share one edge as their boundaries. Therefore, following the
odd parity rule, one of these tissue areas is not able to be filled by the texture. Our algorithm
can deal with most of these cases that happen between the valves and the chamber walls as is
shown in Fig. 31, using the representation of the clipping lines. However, further research is
needed to solve the edge overlap between the chamber walls.
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Eclqe Overiap

Fig. 31. Edge overlap.
4.6 D y n a m i c Sonography Generation

Having produced the simulated ultrasound image, we need to generate the dynamic
sonography to meet the purpose of the training. Our motion of the echocardiogram is
directly projected from the pumping animation of the virtual model. Specifically for the heart,
the dynamic motion includes four chamber size changes and the opening/closing of four
valves.
The projection method is implemented as follows:
•

Save the dynamic virtual heart model into 12 stable models in different motion shapes
within one cardiac cycle;

•

Slice each of these 12 models using a clipping algorithm at the same orientation, and
synthesize to 12 ultrasound images;

•

Display these images in a frequency equivalent to heart rates to formalize an
echocardiogram.
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We displayed the 12 images in a half second to produce smooth ultrasound video. We
are able to modify the refresh speed for simulating either a healthy or pathological
echocardiograph.

4.7 Simulator
This real-time ultrasound simulation methodology is intended to apply to an ultrasound
simulator for medical training and assessment. We built two versions of the simulator to
utilize the overall simulation methodology.
The first simulator is virtual environment-based. This system only contains a computer
and operates as follows. First of all, a virtual heart and a virtual transducer are loaded into a
window screen, and then the user is able to manipulate the position and orientation of the
transducer in 3-D using a keyboard. When an orientation of the transducer is selected, the
corresponding sonography is generated and displayed on the side of the screen. Fig. 32
shows three screen captures of these virtual echocardiogram scenes. This virtual simulation
has demonstrated that our overall methodology for simulating ultrasound in real time works.
This system will help students to improve their sonography reading skills based on the
heart's anatomy.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 32. Virtual echocardiogram

The second simulation system is tracker-based. This Echocardiogram Simulator is
constructed by a computer, a magnetic tracker and a non-functional transducer as shown in
Fig. 33. The magnetic tracker we used is the 3SPACE FASTRAK from POLHEMUS and
the tracked API from VRCO is used as the PC interface to obtain real time 6 D o F updates
of position (X, Y, and Z Cartesian coordinates) and orientation (azimuth, elevation, and roll)
[1]. There are two movable magnetic sensors from the tracker. One is attached to the head
of the transducer for real-time tracking of the position and orientation of the transducer; the
other is glued in the back of the SP/mannequin to locate the center of the SP's/mannequin's
heart.
In this simulator, a sensor attached to a non-functional transducer indicates orientation
and position regarding the patient's body, which corresponds to the same orientation of the
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virtual heart. Based on the sliced anatomical image of this orientation, an ultrasound image
is synthesized in real-time using the technology described in the previous chapter.

The

simulator could be used to train medical students without the use of a live patient.
Essentially, the simulator operates as follows. The medical students place the transducer
against the SP/mannequin and perform an ultrasound examination. As the student places
the mock transducer (1), its position and orientation is tracked via the Polhemus FASTRAK
(2) using the movement of the attached sensor (3). When the computerized ultrasound
simulation running on the PC (4) detects that the sensor/transducer is placed within an
appropriate location, the technology generates the corresponding dynamic echocardiography
that is displayed on the monitor (5). Everything occurs in real time, and the image is
produced according to the "Echo Windows" marked on the mannequin.

—

tk.

m

Fig. 33. Tracker-based Echocardiogram Simulator
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5. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

5.1 Image Quality
The most important part of developing a simulation is its validation, which tells how
close the simulation results represent the real model. For the ultrasound simulation,
specifically echocardiogram simulation in this dissertation, image quality is the most
important parameter that needs to be validated. Its appearance directly affects whether this
simulation methodology is applicable to the training purposes. Therefore, we had two
validation

methods

developed in terms

of subjective

measurement

and

objective

measurement.

5.1.1 Objective Measurement (Computerized Validation)
The objective measurement we designed is to analyze images in terms of the two
properties of an ultrasound wave, scattering and attenuation.
Based on the method proposed by Makela et al [44], the mean values of the gray levels of an
ultrasound image in the referenced tissue area indicate the tissue scattering property. Their
result shows that the mean values calculated in their experiment comply with the known
scattering properties as shown in Fig. 34. The heart tissue has a range from 45 to 90, and its
average is around 69.
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Fig. 34: Standardized mean levels of eleven tissue samples
Using this method, we calculated the mean values of several simulated images in the
referenced tissue area. The synthesis image is screen-captured from dynamic video. Then we
utilized MatLab for calculating the image gray scale. The matlab code is programmed as
follows:
rgb_img = imread(, .
image (rgb_img);
I = .2989*rgb_img(:,:,l)...
+.5870*rgb_img(:,:,2)...
+.1140*rgb_img(:,:,3);
figure;
colormap (gray (25 6));
image (I)
mean2(I)
mean2(I(I>0))

>'); % Load the image
% Display the image

4Change the RGB image to intensity image

%Displa? intensity image
%Mean value of gray scale for the whole image
%Mean value of eray scale for the referenced tissue area

We randomly picked five differently-oriented images from our virtual echocardiogram
for the scattering measurements as shown in Fig. 35. The mean values of their gray scale are
84.5048, 81.7304, 82.3108, 90.3945 and 82.4407 respectively.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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(e)
Fig. 35. Scattering property of heart tissue: (a) 84.5048 (b) 81.7304
(c) 82.3108 (d) 90.3945 (e) 82.4407
The scattering properties of these images are almost within the range of the heart tissue
scattering value as showed in Makela's paper [44], in which the heart tissue has a scattering
property of 45 to 90. The average of the images' scattering value is 84.2762, which is located
inside the known range as shown in Fig. 36. Therefore, our simulated echocardiography
presents the real scattering properties of heart tissue.
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Fig. 36. Scattering Property of Synthesized Sonography
Attenuation is the other major ultrasound image property. Attenuation in ultrasound is
the reduction in amplitude of the ultrasound beam as a function of distance through the
imaging medium. Attenuation is usually measured in units of decibels per unit length of
medium and is represented by the attenuation coefficient of the medium. Attenuation effect
in ultrasound is important because a reduced signal amplitude can affect the quality of the
image produced. However, by knowing the attenuation coefficient of a medium, one can
adjust the input signal amplitude to compensate for any loss of energy at the desired imaging
depth.

Attenuation coefficients are used to quantify different media according to how strongly
the transmitted ultrasound amplitude decreases as a function of frequency. The attenuation
coefficient (a) can be used to determine total attenuation in dB/cm in the medium using the
following formula:
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Attenuation(dB) = a{dB I MHz *cm)x l(cm) x f(MHz)

As this equation shows, besides the medium length and attenuation coefficient, attenuation
is also linearly dependent on the frequency of the incident ultrasound beam. Attenuation
coefficients vary widely for different media. Therefore, it could be used as a measurement to
classify different tissues. Heart tissues have various attenuation coefficients depending on the
type of pathologies. For example, attenuation coefficients in the myocardium specimens are
1.3 decibel(dB)/MHz*cm

for the infarction

and 1.2 dB/MHz*cm

for the dilated

cardiomyopathy, while the attenuation coefficient is 1.6 dB/MHz*cm for the normal
myocardium [45].
To measure attenuation property in ultrasound, we have investigated many methods [25,
46, 47]. However, the attenuation property in our simulated images cannot be estimated
using these existing methods because some of the data needed from an ultrasound probe
such as signal strength and distance from probe to phantom is not available in our
simulation. Fig. 36 [46], generated from a real ultrasound, shows the data from a
homogeneous calibration phantom with known attenuation. The ultrasound strength drops
about 8 dB through 2.5 centimeters. We can perceive an increase in grey level intensity of the
image from top to bottom. Therefore, for a normal myocardium, the ultrasound will drop 4
dB (1.6 * 2.5 = 4) through 2.5 centimeters using the worst case attenuation coefficient above.
This is equivalent to about half the signal loss and is represented in Fig. 37. It may or may
not be a perceptible difference.
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Fig. 37. Attenuation of a homogeneous calibration phantom with known attenuation
[46]

We do not utilize an attenuation property in this research other than to specify tissue
density coefficients in calculating the general texture for a given tissue, and given the above
analysis, it may not be a useful endeavor for certain types of tissue. Nevertheless, future
work on how to present attenuation in the simulated ultrasound image is discussed in section
6.

5.1.2 Subjective Measurement
Based on the evaluation method in [48], we invited four radiologists to our lab to view
the simulated ultrasound and operate the Echocardiogram Simulator. After ultrasound
review and the operation, each of them was asked to fill out a survey regarding the image
quality, real-time effect, and calibration. These four professionals include:
(1) Two Registered Diagnostic Cardiac Sonographers (RDCS) from Sentara Heart Hospital
who are Cardiovascular Technologist (CVT) program coordinators;
(2) One Registered Cardiovascular Invasive Specialist (RCIS) from Sentara Heart Hospital
who is the director of Cardiac Education & Technology;
(3)

One

Registered

Diagnostic

Medical

Sonographer

(RD MS)/Registered

Vascular

Technologist (RVT) who is the director of the Diagnostic Medical Sonography program at
Tidewater Community College.
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For the image quality, two questions in the survey were designed with three options
using a scale-line method as well as writing comments for each question. One is in regard to
the realism of the image, and the other focuses on the pumping functions that the images
show. As Table 1 shows, Chi-square values are 0.25 for both questions.
Table 1 Statistical Analysis on Subjective Measurement
D o you think the
simulated image is
close to the real one?

Number
of Votes

Percentage

"Far away"

0

0%

"Close"

1

25%

"Almost Same"

3

75%

Chi-square value

0.25

What do you think
of the pumping
function that the
video shows?
"It doesn't make
sense"

Number
of Votes

Percentage

0

0%

"pathology"

1

25%

"Normal heart"

3

75%

Chi-square value

0.25

The overall comments (see Appendix III) on image quality are promising: "the tissue
texture is very realistic"; "the image looks almost the same as the real one"; "the video shows
the basic anatomical structure of the heart and movement of valves"; "good wall texture"; "it
has potential for future training"; "it is a great project". However, the simulated
sonographies do not present chordae tendinae, compared to a real ultrasound image. Also,
the aortic valve is misrepresented because leaflets open into the left ventricle too much. We
investigated and found that the problems were due to the structure of the virtual 3D heart.
Synthetic sonography is generated based on the anatomical image of the virtual model.
Therefore, the missing component and misrepresentation in the ultrasound image is caused
by the same problem inherent in the virtual model. For example, the heart model does not
have chordae tendinae, so the simulated echocardiogram won't be able to present this
component. However, on the other hand, we think that it is one of the advantages of using
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the virtual model because we can easily modify the structure of the model to produce a
pathological image.

5.2 Evaluation of the Tracker-based Simulator
After operating the tracker-based simulator, the professionals agree that our simulator
has built a correct prototype for augmenting SP in assessment. However, they found (1) that
the image update speed in the tracked-based simulator was slower than the real one and (2)
that the simulator did not provide a correct orientation view when the radiologists put the
transducer in a typical position (see Appendix III). Problem one could be caused by various
reasons such as the signal processing between tracker and computer as well as the
programming efficiency, which we will be investigating. Problem two is because the
calibration used to map the orientation between the virtual heart and mannequin's heart was
not correct. This is because initialization was performed by an engineer and not a medical
professional. This problem will be addressed by researching an automated calibration
technique in our future work
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion
Despite the numerous research studies in simulating ultrasound images, to the best of
our knowledge, no research has intended to imitate sonography in real-time using virtual 3-D
mesh organs for medical training. With the increasing role that sonography plays in diagnosis,
sonograhy training is very important for medical students and medical staff. In addition to
the limited examination time with sonography to be trained on real patients, a real-time
sonography simulation methodology is essential.
Our research is successful in developing the methodology to generate synthetic
sonography based on virtual 3-D mesh models in real time [51]. It is confirmed by the
evaluation results we received on image quality. The objective measurement in terms of
scattering property complies with the known literature. The subjective evaluation we
received from professionals has proved that synthesized sonographies provide the basic
anatomical

information

and

represent

the

ultrasound

image

texture.

Our

virtual

echocardiogram built based on the overall methodology has demonstrated the real-time
effects as well as its ability to be used as a sonography training tool. Furthermore, the
tracker-based simulator using the same overall methodology has also demonstrated a correct
prototype to augment SP in assessment.
Given these promising results, the contributions of this research were accomplished,
including: creating an overall methodology to synthesize sonography in real-time utilizing
virtual 3-D organs; designing and developing a fast clipping algorithm to generate anatomical
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images from a virtual 3-D model; developing a fast texture mapping algorithm to fill texture
into arbitrary area; providing an ultrasound texture simulation method based on Bamber's
method; and developing an augmented standardized patient prototype using virtual
pathology ultrasound with our real-time simulation methodology.

6.2 Discussion and Future work
Our sonography simulation has provided a real-time ability to generate an ultrasound
image that presents a high quality dynamic image for training and assessment. However,
ultrasound diagnosis is based on not only the optical view of the images but also some
objective measurements on the images. For example, the attenuation property is often
measured for diagnosing certain pathology in tissue [45, 49] or differentiating various tissues
[50, 52]; also, flows are often estimated in ultrasound such as with Doppler examination used
in echocardiograms for diagnosing the heart pumping functions. Thus, we will discuss the
potential to build these physical properties into our simulated image as well as a future
training evaluation plan in the following.

6.2.1 Attenuation
The attenuation property can be generally categorized into three usages:
/. Attenuation in one natural tissue:
According to Equation 9, our artificial ultrasound texture was constructed using the
impulse response of certain tissue structures convoluted by a point spread function,
H(x, y). Physically, ultrasound signal strength decreases when it goes through a
certain medium. Therefore, we can adjust parameters in H and let the image spread
less while the signal goes down. For grey level changes in the image, a slight and
smooth grey level intensity deduction can be appEed along the length of the image.
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2. Attenuation in different tissues:
According to equation 10, different tissues will have different tissue compressibilities
that show different correlation lengths for its tissue structure (see Equation 10). We
are able to adjust this parameter to present various tissues. Thus, the impulse
response of the tissue will change, which will produce a unique ultrasound pattern
(texture).
3. Attenuation in one pathological tissue:
Pathological tissue is a biologically different type of tissue compared with healthy
tissue. It presents various tissue structures depending on the pathology. Therefore,
the same method used for attenuation in different tissues can be applied here.

6.2.2 Blood Simulation
In order to display fluid properties in our synthesized image, an accurate fluid model and
its animations are needed in a virtual 3-D environment, and then the same procedures for
generating the dynamic echocardiographical image can be utilized for presenting the fluid in
our simulated sonography. To simulate flows such as blood in a 3-D environment, many
research projects [53-61] have provided solutions. Therefore, simulating fluid properties in
our synthesized ultrasound image is potentially within reach.

6.2.3 Tracker-based Simulator
The tracker-based echocardiogram simulator using our real-time ultrasound simulation
methodology has demonstrated a correct prototype to augment SP in assessment. This
prototype revealed that our simulated ultrasound methodology is viable for training and
assessment especially with standardized patients [62]. Improvement in the prototype is also
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needed, which includes developing an efficient calibration method to map the orientation of
the virtual organ to the corresponding orientation of the mannequin or SP. After all, the
tracker-based echocardiogram simulator is a valuable research tool. It has great potential to
be used in sonography training as substantiated by the comments from the radiologists.
A future training evaluation plan is designed based on [48]. We will group 30
participants into 4 groups that include at least one RDCS, medical students with
echocardiography reading experience and novices with no ultrasound reading experience in
each group. We will use two different heart models in terms of health and pathology for this
evaluation. Two groups will review the healthy echo, and two groups will evaluate the
pathological echo. We will give a 5-minute tutorial to demonstrate how to operate the
simulator. Four transducer's positions need to be viewed by each participant including apical,
left parasternal, right parasternal and subcostal. After each operation at one position, the
participant needs to score what they saw on a scale of 1 to 3. 3 indicates that the image
clearly shows the pathologies, and 1 means that the echo looks normal. Then, after the
whole operation, participants need to answer the questions regarding the pathology of the
heart in the survey. At the end of the evaluation, 30 participants will be divided into three
groups based on their echo experiences. We assume that

the RDCSs will give perfect

diagnosis results at each transducer position; then, diagnostic results from medical students
with echo experience should match with their training record; novices with no experience
may result in a poor performance.
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APPENDIX I
/*****Clipping Algorithm*****/
int intersect3D_SegmentPlane( Ray S, Plane Pn, Point* I )
{
Vector u = S.P1 - S.PO;
Vector w = S.PO - Pn.VO;
float
float

D = dot(Pn.n, u);
N = -dot(Pn.n, w);

if (fabs(D) < SMALLJMUM) {
if (N = = 0)
return 2;
else
return 0;

/ / segment is parallel to plane
/ / segment lies in plane

/ / no intersection

}
/ / they are not parallel, compute intersect point
float si = N / D;
if (si < 0 | | si > 1)
return 0;
/ / n o intersection
*I = S.PO + si * u;

/ / compute segment intersect point

return 1;
}
void intersect3D_TrainglePlane( Triangle Tr, Plane PL, int No, int frame)

{
R a y E l , E 2 , E3;
E1.P0 = Tr.VO; E l .PI = Tr.Vl;
E2.P0 = Tr.VO; E2.P1 = Tr.V2;
E3.P0 = Tr.Vl; E3.P1 = Tr.V2;
Point *interPl, *interP2;
interPl - interP2 = new PointQ;
if (intersect3D_SegmentPlane(El,PL, interPl) = = 1 )
{
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFrame[frame][No]].PO = *interPl;
if(intersect3D_SegmentPlane(E2, PL, interP2) = = 1 )
{
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFrame[frame][No]].Pl = *interP2;
numFrame [frame] [No] + + ;

}
else
{
if (intersect3D_SegmentPlane(E3, PL, interP2) = = 1) {
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFfame[frame][No]].Pl = *interP2;
numFrame [frame] [No]++;
}
}
}
{
if(intersect3D_SegmentPlane(E2, PL, interPl) = = 1)
{
InterLinesFrame [frame] [No] [numFrame [frame] [No]] .PO = *interPl;
if (intersect3D_SegmentPlane(E3, PL, interP2) = = 1)
{
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFrame[frame][No]].Pl — *interP2;
numFrame [frame] [No] + + ;
}
}
}
if (intersect3D_SegmentPlane(El, PL, interPl) = = 2)

{
InterLinesFrame [frame] [No] [numFrame [frame] [No]]. PO = E1.P0;
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFrame[frame][No]].Pl = E l .PI;
numFrame [fr ame] fN o]++;
}
if (intersect3D_SegmentPlane(E2, PL, interPl) = = 2 )
{
InterLinesFrame [frame] [No] [numFrame [frame] [No]]. PO = E2.P0;
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFrame[frame][No]].Pl — E2.P1;
numFrame [frame] [No] + +;
}
if (intersect3D_SegmentPlane(E3, PL, interPl) = = 2 )
{
InterLinesFrame [frame] [No] [numFrame [frame] fNo]].P0 = E3.P0;
InterLinesFrame[frame][No][numFrame[frame][No]].Pl = E3.P1;
numFrame [frame] fN o]++;
}
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APPENDIX II
/*****Texture Filling Algorithm******/

int ColorfillingO
{
RayR;
Point *I0, *I1;
10 = II = new PointO;
Point P [40];
int n = 0;
int i, j ;
R.P0.x = MinX; R.PO.y = MaxY ; R.PO.z = InterLines[l][l].P0.z;
R.Pl.x = MaxX; R.Pl.y = MaxY ; R.Pl.z = Interlines[l][l].P0.z;
if (ILoadGLTexturesO )
return FALSE;

/ / Jump To Texture Loading Routine {
/ / I f Texture Didn't Load Return FALSE

glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);

/ / Enable 2D Texture Mapping

glBindTexture(GLJTEXTURE_2D, texture[0]);
glBegin(GL_QUADS);
float md = (MinX+MaxX)/2;
g lTexCoord2f(0.0f,

O.Of); glVertex2f(md , (MaxY+20));
glTexCoord2f(0.0f, l.Of); glVertex2f((MinX-10) , (MinY));
glTexCoord2f(1.0f, l.Of); glVertex2f((MaxX+12) , (MinY));
g lTexCoord2f(1.0f, O.Of); glVertex2f(md , (MaxY+20));

glEndQ;

while (R.P0.y > MinY) {
n = 0;
for( int s = 0; s <16;s++)
for( i=0; i<num[s]; i++)
{
glColor3f(l, 1,1);
glEnable(GL_LINE_STIPPLE);
glLineStippleT, 0x0101);
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drawOneLine( InterLines[s] [i].PO.x,InterLines[s] [i].PO.y,
InterLines[s][i].Pl.x ,InterLines[s][i].Pl.y);

if (inter sect2D_Segments(R,InterLines[s][i], 10, II ) = = 1 )
{
P[n] = *I0;
P[n].z = s;
n++;
}
else if (intersect2D_Segments( R,InterLines[s] [i], 10, II ) = = 2 )
{
P[n] = *I0;
P[n].z = s;
n++;
P[n] = *I1;
P[n].z = s;
n++;
}
}
/ / s o r t intersection points
Point temp; / / holding variable
for (i=0; i< n; i++) / / to represent element to be compared
{
for(j = (i+1); j < n; j++) / / to represent the rest of the elements
{
if(P[i].x<P0].x)
{
temp= P[i];
/ / swap
P[j]= temp;
}
}
}
int flag = 0;
bool outsideValve;
bool internal;
bool inside Valve;
int endpoint;
for (i = n - l ; i > 0 ; i - )
{
outsideValve = internal — insideValve = false;
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if (P[i].z = = 12 | | P[i].z = = 13 j |P[i].z = = 14 | |P[i].z = = 11 )
{
endpoint = P[i-l].z;
switch (endpoint) {
case 1 : case 3 : case 4: case 6: case 7: case 10:
outsideValve = true;break;
case 12 :case 13: case 14: case 11:
insideValve = true;break;
default: outsideValve = false; insideValve = false;break;

}
}
i f ( P [ i ] . z = = l & & P [ i - l ] . z = = 1)
internal = true;
else {if (P[i].z = = 3 &&P[i-l].z = =
internal = true;
else {if (P[i].z = = 4 &&P[i-l].z = =
internal = true;
else {if (P[i].z = = 6 && P[i-l].z = =
internal = true;
else {if (P|i].2 = = 7 && P[i-l].z = =
internal = true;

3)
4)
6)
7)

else internal = false;} } } }
if( fmod(flag,2) = = 0 && loutsideValve && !internal){

if( P[i].z = = 4 &&P[i-l].z = = 1 2 ){
flag ++;
}
else {
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texturefl]);
glColor3f(l, 1, 1);
glBegin(GL_QUAD_STRIP);
g lTexCoord2f(0.0f,

0.5f); glVertex2f((P[i].x) , (P[i].y+0.4) );
lTexCoord2f(0.5f,0.5f);glVertex2f((P[i-l].x)
, (P[i-l].y+0.4) );
g
glTexCoord2f(0.0f, O.Of); glVertex2f((P[i].x) , (P[i].y-0.6) );
g lTexCoord2f(0.5f, O.Of); glVertex2f((P[i-l].x) , (P[i-l].y-0.6) );

glEndO;
}
}
}
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flag
}

R.PO.y - ;
R.Pl.y-;
}
return 0;

}
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APPENDIX III
/***Evaluation Data on Subjective Measurement***/

Pre-recorded video from Virtual Echocardiogram

Professional D:
My comments are: Yes, this has great potential to be used for training especially in the
identification of cardiac view and basic anatomy.
There are some landmarks we use in echo that I did not see such as papillary muscles, the
pulmonary veins inserting into the Left Atrium, the chordae tendonae which anchor the
mitral and tricuspid valve into place.
Tracker-based Simulator

Professional A

Professional B

Professional C

Professional D

Image Quality

Real-Time Effects

Calibration

The simulated image
looks almost same as
the real one; the image
showed a normal heart.

The image update speed
is slower than real one

T h e image view does
not match the
orientation of
transducer

Good wall texture; the
image showed a normal
heart, but aortic valve
leaflets open into left
ventricle (LV) too much

Slow refresh rate

Orientation off based
on transducer location

Much slower

N o t in correct image
plane

T h e image update speed
is slower than real one

Parasternal long-short
axis appeared the closet
in real time simulator

3-D model was very
good and very accurate;
the image showed a
normal heart, but aortic
valve (AoV) doesn't
look correct on live
video.
It looks like a heart -with
pathology, because the
aortic valve is
misplaced. This has
great potential with
views in place
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